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ABSTRACT

This research is about of using learning media Subtema 1 Pertumbuhan dan Perkembangan Makhluk Hidup to increase students learning motivation especially in class III SDN 033 Asmi Bandung. This research based on a fact that almost teacher did not use the learning media, so that situation makes students feels not interested and it makes the class become conventional. Another hypothesis about this research is the influence of using visual learning media to the study motivation until they have a good responsibility and attitudes. The method of this research is the experimental method in which the class has a control class. The data collection method of this research are, students observation, polls, documentation with evaluation and LKPD. Based on research about experiments, there are four times class that is two times in experiment class and the others is in control class. This classes just used for one subject learning, the point is to know how far the influence of using learning media. Data results of this learning method are about 0,406 (40,6 %), that is mean using learning media especially visual learning media in the experiment class gives a better influence. while class control is about 33,2 % and 66,8 % the rest of it. The most effective method of using visual learning media is speaking.
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